MyOwnCloud Factsheet
Easily sync content across all your devices!
MyOwnCloud is an enterprise grade solution for online ﬁle sharing for
businesses, charities and other organisations! Now your users can sync
and share all their documents and other content seamlessly across the
desktop, SmartPhone, Tablet and the cloud easily, making your
important data safe and secure in our UK based ISO-27001 certiﬁed
datacentres.
With demand for online ﬁle sharing solutions for business increasing,
one of the most important factors of choosing the right service is the
location of your data and where will it be stored. For many organisations
across industries, the location data is stored is a key consideration to
help to meet ever increasing compliance standards. MyOwnCloud is
hosted here in the UK and supported 24/7.
Unlike many other popular services which can be expensive, consumer
focused, hosted outside the UK and have minimum user requirements,
MyOwnCloud is cost eﬀective, built for business, has no minimum user
requirements and is securely hosted in the UK.

Get MyOwnCloud on any device of your choice!

Features and Beneﬁts of MyOwnCloud
Include:
Share your ﬁles and sync on multiple devices
Share ﬁles/folders with clients and partners
Set expiry dates on shared content
Work locally oﬄine, auto sync on re-connected
Choice of Oﬃce 2013 versions
Un-delete anything you delete for 60 days
Mobile Apps for Windows, iOS and Android
Access on the Cloud though your browser
Secure 2048bit SSL Encryption
UK hosted in ISO-27001 Datacentres
UK user support 24/7
No minimum user numbers
Unlimited Storage available
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For client reviews, case studies and FAQ’s please visit
out Hosted Lync product page, or contact us
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http://www.cloud4computers.co.uk
sales@cloud4computers.co.uk
0845 862 0263

With MyOwnCloud you can setup time based expiry on content you
share, recovery deleted ﬁles easily and even work on your ﬁles oﬄine
where there is no connectivity such as a train or plane. It will
automatically sync across your other devices as soon as you reconnect
keeping everything up to date where ever you need to view or amend it.

Cloud4 Computers
Holden House
Holden Road
Leigh
WN7 1EX

Why choose Cloud4?
At Cloud4 with been delivering cloud and communications solutions
since 2009, and been a Hosted Lync provider since soon after its
launch in 2010. Our services are hosted and supported by an expert
team here in the UK at our ISO-27001 certiﬁed datacentres. We
provide service the way a business wants it, when they need it and
form real people you can contact easily 24/7. That’s the Cloud4
diﬀerence.

